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A.

BACKGROUND, PROCESS AND SAMPLE

1.

BACKGROUND

In September 2009, NASHO and the SHF launched the Self-Regulation Project (SRP) with the support and
technical assistance provided through the South Africa - Dutch Partnership Agreement.
The intention of the SRP was to involve NASHO Social Housing Institution (SHI) members in assessing their
performance and outputs to understand how well they were doing their business but also to prepare them
for the approaching accreditation by the SHRA. The intention was further to help test and refine tools for
more formal accreditation in the future.
It has also provided valuable information to help understand development in the sector and critical
challenges that face the sector and SHIs within it.
2.

SELF-REGULATION PROJECT (SRP) TOOL

The SRP tool used was based upon the Quickscan A Tool used to assess organisational viability in
applications for the Restructuring Grant. There was engagement with the NASHO members in redefining
some of the KPIs and in making further adjustment to the tool. On the basis of the use of the tool and its
linkage to KPIs, there are a number of issues that could be considered by the SHRA in reworking the tools
for their accreditation and monitoring functions. These are listed in the box below:

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: SRP TOOL AND INDICATORS
2.1.

INSTITUTIONAL FORM OF SHIs
The present reporting system is based on the model of a single not-for-profit company that holds
and manages the stock. There is, however, a number of different institutional models operating.
Some are structured in different ways to maximise the effectiveness and efficiency within existing
company, financial and tax laws. The assessment model must adapt to assessing across a broader
range of institutional forms.
Further clarity about the legal status of SHIs (PTY LTD versus Section 21) and the establishment of
subsidiaries is required.

2.2.

CATEGORISATION OF SHIs
A more nuanced approach is required to the categorisation of SHIs – one that better illustrates more
nuanced indicators for different groupings of SHIs. Work is required for better understanding of the
nature of such categorisation around variables:
•
Number of Units
•
Investment in Assets
•
Annual Financial Turnover
•
Base – Metro versus City versus Large Town

2.3.

VARIATIONS OF INDICATORS
More nuanced categorisation of SHIs should be linked to some variation in the indicators
themselves for different categories.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: SRP TOOL AND INDICATORS

2.4.

SEPARATION ON TENURE OF UNITS
On instances where SHIs are managing significant quantum of “for sale” type units that these should
be separated from those for rental on key management indicators (e.g. maintenance, rentals/
charges, collection levels).

2.5.

DEFINITION OF UNITS
In order to better assess performance, it is important to get clearer definition of the management
input costs into ‘”hostel-beds” and “rooms” compared to “self-contained” units. This requires
clustering of such into a single defined unit (e.g. six beds = one unit OR three rooms with communal
facilities = one unit).

2.6.

VALUATION OF ASSETS
The tool requires the valuation of assets both on replacement and book asset value in order to
better test a number of indicators including that of planned maintenance and categorisation of
SHIs.

2.7.

ELEMENTS IN AVERAGE RENTALS
To better understand how SHIs are linking rent setting to ECR rentals and to better understand
which elements of cost are higher or lower than acceptable indicators, it is useful to develop a
section that will take average rentals and break it down into its main elements: investment return;
administration; and management. Sub-elements within each of these should also be addressed.

2.8.

QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT SERVICE
It is hard to use the SRP to properly assess the adequacy and quality of the service. It is possible
to meet the indicators without meeting appropriate service standards (e.g. expenditure on repairs
could sit within the indicators for repairs but says nothing about the effectiveness and efficiency of
the service). It also needs sharper comparative criteria (e.g. spend on arrears against replacement
value of assets, cost and speed of average basket of repairs).

2.9.

ASSESSING LEVELS OF CURRENT RENTAL PAYMENTS
Information that separates the current rental collection levels from the collection of arrears is
required in order to provide a better indicator of how well rent collection is presently working in an
SHI.

2.10.
MAINTENANCE AND MAINTENANCE EFFECTIVENESS
A better understanding of the efficiency of spend on maintenance is needed by SHIs to indicate
average cost across a basket of common repairs.
2.11.
DEFINING COST INPUTS
Develop a more detailed system that looks more systematically at key elements and sub-elements
of cost inputs around the stock and which can then link back to similar elements and sub-elements
in structuring rent amounts.
2.12.
CLEARER DEFINITION OF “DIRECT” AND “INDIRECT” COSTS
Much clearer definition is required of what each of these comprise. For example, while it is possible
to define the Caretaker costs as specifically direct, what portion of the Customer Relations Manager
and Maintenance or Development Manager are direct and which are indirect costs?
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3.

THE PROCESS

Initially, much support was given to SHI members on the completion of the monthly returns as well as
helping to refine the indicators used. During this first three-month period, there was a help desk to give
support to participants. Through this desk, a number of issues were identified that helped to refine the Self
Regulation Project (SRP).
In March 2010, a closure workshop was held to mark the withdrawal of the Social Housing Foundation (SHF)
from the project as it was closing as an organisation. At this workshop, it was agreed that NASHO would
continue the co-ordination of the project until the establishment of the SHRA.
The NASHO Executive Committee subsequently agreed that the information should be collated and
analysed until 31 December 2010. Meanwhile, members would be encouraged to continue submitting
monthly reports until the commencement of the first quarterly reporting system by the SHRA, probably at
the end of July 2011.

4.

THE PERIOD AND RESPONSES

The information was collected from 1 October 2009 to 31 December 2010. The responses were submitted
on the designed Quickscan covering a monthly data set.
Very few SHIs submitted on a regular monthly basis; it took regular follow-ups to encourage submissions. In
many instances, submissions happened in retrospective bunches covering a number of months.
No feedback was given to respondents, other than during the initial test period, on the quality of their
submissions other than to query non-responses.

INFORMATION BOX
Despite the initial support there were problems with the quality of the inputs that
has affected some of the analysis. This has resulted in the analysis of 15 SRP data
sets for the “static data” analysis and “dynamic data” analysis of 12 SRP data sets.
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PRIMARY DATA SETS IN THE SRP
There are TWO primary sets of data:
STATIC - Information that generally does not change much during the annual
management of the stock (e.g. no of units, condition of stock).

DYNAMIC - Information that can experience changes on a month to month basis and
generally give the indication of how well an SHI is managing its stock (e.g. rental collection
levels, vacancies).

Sample: STATIC Data Set
Fifteen SHIs submitted regular and information which was good enough to form part of the “Static Data Set.” They
manage a total 23 705 units (excluding 1 453 hostel beds).
12 are Section 21 companies, three are PTY LTDs (of which two are Municipal Entities). Two are located in the WC,
two in the EC, three in KZN, five in Gauteng and three in Mpumalanga. One, with its primary base in KZN, has
developed and manages units in the Eastern and Western Cape. Nine of these SHIs manage less than 1,000 units,
while five of them manage more than 2,000 units. See Table1 for a complete list of SHIs.

TABLE 1: LIST OF SHIS IN STATIC DATA SET
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Sample: DYNAMIC Data Set
Information from 12 SHI managing units was used for this part of the analysis. One of the 15 organisations
was excluded because its stock was entirely rent to buy or instalment sales. Two other institutions were
excluded as the information they supplied had too many inconsistencies.
This report provides an analysis of the information gathered giving a picture of the sector from a members’
perspective, as well as raising key sector issues. It further assesses the process of the gathering of the
information and considers key issues required in the improvement of this process and the SRP tool.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: THE SRP PROCESS
•

Training on the tool should be linked to the information systems that the SHIs are using.

•

SHIs need to ensure that staff are designated to prepare and submit the information and
that the information is accurate and submitted on time.

•

There should be regular feedback from the co-ordinating agency on a monthly basis on the
quality of the inputs by participating SHIs, rather than at the end of process.

•

Properly prepared and resourced programmes for the use of information and feedback
during the period of monitoring and evaluation.

•

Use the SRP to continue collecting information until July 2011, SHRA quarterly reporting
system ends. NASHO must then assess whether there are any gaps.
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B.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

1.

SOCIAL HOUSING INSTITUTIONS: NUMBER OF UNITS IN NASHO AND IN SAMPLE

1.1.

NASHO MEMBERS

NASHO members have a total of 27 423 units. It is estimated that approximately 4 000 of these are either rent to
buy or instalment sale units that are still under some form of management by the member SHI.
TABLE 2: TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS - NASHO MEMBERS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

PROVINCE		
# OF UNITS
WC			3 723
WC			3 046
Gauteng		 994
Mpumalanga		
1 131
KZN			855
Mpumalanga		
631
Mpumalanga		
272
EC			438
Gauteng		
3 322
Gauteng		
6 798
Gauteng		 965
KZN			719
EC			918
KZN/EC/WC		
2 337
Gauteng		 415
Limpopo		 508
Free State 		
351
TOTAL			27 423

In addition, there are a further 1 818 units under development by NASHO members in the years 2009 and 2010:

TABLE 3: NUMBER OF UNITS UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR COMPLETED (2009-2010)
PROVINCE		
# OF UNITS
%		
GRANT VALUE (in Rand million)
EC			814		45%		113.7
Gauteng		81		4%		10.2
K-Natal			704		39%		88,6
WC			219		12%		27.2
TOTAL			1 818				240.2
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FINDING SOCIAL HOUSING INSTITUTIONS (SHIs)
According to NASHO, there are a possible additional 14 SHIs that are or were functioning that
had or have a total of 4 199 units in an unknown mixture of rental, instalment sales and rentto-buy. Most of these units were developed with some form of government subsidy. There
could be more or less and the SHRA will undertake a more detailed study on “missing” SHIs
over time. The table below provides some information to help the investigative work.

TABLE 4: OTHER SHIs

HOUSING
ASSOCIATION
MANAGEMENT

PROVINCE

			

RENTAL
UNITS

RENTAL UNITS
FOR PURCHASE
BY TENANTS

TOTAL

ABAHLALI HA		EC		325				325
KWTHA			EC		805				805
REAHOLA HA		FS		405				405
REHATLIHILE		FS		0				0
BADHIRI HA		Gaut		536				536
HC TSHWANE		Gaut		91				91
SUNSHINE HA		Gaut		0				0
VUSANI			Gaut		190				190
SHAYAMOYA HA		K- Natal		320				320
ETHEKWENI HA		K- Natal		0				0
REBANGWE HA		NW		0				0
SUNFLOWER HA		NW		0				0
SOL PLAATJIE HC		NC		127				127
HA BLAAUWBERG

WC				700		700

THUBELISHA		WC		700				700
TOTAL 				3 499		700		4 199
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2.

DEVELOPMENT, BUILDING AND UNIT TYPES

The primary data set shows the following about the types of buildings and units:
TABLE 4: DEVELOPMENT TYPES
TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT		
# OF UNITS		
%
Existing buildings		3 490			14%
Warehouse conversion		87			0%
Office conversion		191			1%
Other conversion		1 033			4%
Refurbishment			2 602			11%
Greenfields			16 885			70%
TOTAL				24 288
Given the scarcity of better-located vacant land, there is a preponderance (70%) of Greenfields sites where there
could be greater expectation of conversions or refurbishments.
TABLE 5: BUILDING TYPES
TYPE OF BUILDING		
# OF UNITS		
%
Free-standing			5 464			21%
1-2 storey (attached & cluster)
5 995			
23%
1-4 storey (row/terraces)		931			4%
Maisonettes			243			1%
2-4 storey walk-ups		
2 191			
9%
3-4 storey walk-ups		
7 239			
28%
5-8 storey blocks			1 623			6%
High-rise blocks			1 527			6%
Temporary			27			0%
Other (not specified)		419			2%
TOTAL				25 659
49% of the units are of relatively low density building type and may easily be converted to freeholds. However,
many of these older units do not meet the more carefully structured requirements of the government’s social
housing policy or the conditions of the Restructuring Grant.
It is likely that this ratio will change significantly during the next four years with far greater emphasis on higher
density sites, with 3 – 5 storey walk-ups predominating and some increase in the proportion of high rise blocks in
the inner city developments and conversions.
Presently, a large proportion of the lower density stock is possibly within the tenure category of “right-to-buy” and
“instalment sales” that was a predominant tenure form with the early use of the government institutional subsidy.
In future, the replacement for the SRP should develop ways of separating out such units and have separate
indicators for these.
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TABLE 6: UNIT TYPES
UNIT TYPE		
# OF UNITS		
%
Rooms			2 679			11%
Bachelor		2 493			10%
1-bed			4 122			17%
2-bed			10 651			44%
3-bed			4 252			17%
Shops			6			0.02%
Other			104			0.43%
TOTAL			24 307

44% of the units are 2-bedroom types, which reflects the experience of many SHIs that these are the most
economical to build and yet most preferred and desirable size for many tenants when confronted with
issues of affordability.
Given their development costs and their ability to achieve affordable rentals within the targeted income
range, 3-bedroom units make up a relatively large proportion of units (17%). With greater use of the
Restructuring Grant subsidy, it is likely that the proportion of these units will drop in future developments.
The low percentage of “rooms” (11%) is significant, given the challenges around affordability for lowincome households. There are a few SHIs that have taken on this challenge and provided important rental
opportunities to lower income households through the provision of properly developed and maintained
rooms with shared communal ablution and kitchen facilities.
The take up of such units clearly demonstrates the demand despite historical prejudice against such
units out of concern that they would recreate hostels. Presently, however, the conditions attached to the
Restructuring Grant prevent the development of such units. In addition, it is important within future SRT to
set criteria for the assessment of beds and rooms.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: DEVELOPMENT, BUILDING AND UNIT TYPES
•

Develop a better understanding of the “for unit” sales within the SHI stock and their
existing status, as well as create mechanisms for re-incorporation into rental stock those
that will not be sold to the existing tenants.

•

Develop mechanisms within existing subsidy regime that can cover the development of
rooms with shared ablution and/or kitchen facilities.

•

Explore “mixed development” options and use of various subsidies (e.g. RDP combined
with SH and CRU).
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3.

TENURE, OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Not surprisingly, 81% of the units are rental (see Table 7). Over the next number of years, this proportion will
increase further as the Restructuring Grant does not support forms of individual ownership. Furthermore, the
quantum of the institutional subsidy makes achieving such forms of ownership for its target market very difficult.

TABLE 7: TENURE TYPE OF UNITS
TENURE				# OF UNITS		%
Rental				20 610			81%
Rent-to-buy			306			1%
Instalment sale			2 515			10%
Instalment sale transferred
1 406			
6%
Other				588			2%
TOTAL				25 425

The challenge remains to structure the financial and other “move-on” mechanisms that can help tenants move
to forms of affordable ownership as their incomes and housing needs change from that fulfilled by the “social
housing” rental.
More careful planning is required to achieve this through stronger linkage between SHIs, loan providers and the
developers of gap ownership projects and possible development of forms of equity share ownership. This process
should promote greater mobility in and out of the social housing stock while reducing the pressures to sell it to
existing tenants.

TABLE 8: OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF BUILDINGS

FORM 						UNITS		%
Owned and managed by SHI			
21 453		
84%
Owned and outsourced by SHI 			
143		
1%
Management of external owner			
1 283		
5%
Long-term lease					468		2%
Management of Municipal units (donation)		
80		
0.3%
Other						2 186		9%
TOTAL						25 613
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The predominant form is ownership and management by SHIs (84%) that is well supported in government
policy. One challenge over the next few years is the forms of long-term leasehold that could open up the
potential for accessing some better-located government land. A further challenge is properly structuring
and the forms of management. The discussions between municipalities and SHIs must be re-evaluated
when municipalities want the stronger SHI sector to undertake management and varying levels of control
over existing municipal stock and new stock developed under CRU.
In changes to the tool, there is also the possibility of nuancing the assessment on performance against the
different forms of management and control.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: TENURE, OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
•

Attention must be given to the disposal of rent-to-buy and instalment sales units and
where there is no prospect of tenants taking ownership. A mechanism must also be set in
place for stock to resort to rental.

•

Practical research and other mechanisms that encourage and support movement of
tenants must be set up: those with appropriate incomes must transition from social rental
to gap ownership through SHI bank loan incentives; priority allocation in gap housing
projects must be implemented; and possible equity share ownership schemes must be
considered.

•

Define more carefully the conditions and forms of long-term leasehold of government land
to SHIs, thus enabling easier allocation of well-positioned government land and buildings
for use for social housing.

•

Better knowledge and understanding of conditions and contractual forms of SHI
involvement in the ownership and or management of municipal and CRU stock.
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4.

SUBSIDY REGIME FOR DEVELOPMENTS
TABLE 9: SUBSIDY REGIME USED IN DEVELOPMENTS
SUBSIDY REGIME		
# OF UNITS		
%
Institutional Subsidy		8 449			38%
Restructuring Capital Grant
2 851			
13%
Unsubsidised			8 261			37%
Own Equity Subsidies		543			2%
Historical Government Subsidies 2 128			
10%
TOTAL				22 232

On the basis of this data, the predominant subsidy used to date is the Institutional Subsidy, though it is
increasingly considered unviable to achieve the rental for the relevant target market. However, it remains the only
available instrument for subsidising social housing for SHIs functioning outside of Restructuring Zones and for the
development of rooms with shared amenities.
The low percentage (13%) of units financed partly through the Restructuring Grant is likely to increase
significantly during the next four years while the Institutional Subsidy remains important as a top-up to the
Restructuring Grant.
Attention must also be given to the relatively large number of unsubsidised units (37%) that were developed
because of the lack of sufficient subsidy and the uncertainty of the amounts available (these were needed to
achieve a critical mass in the shortest possible timeframe to become financially sustainable).
This resulted in some SHIs doing all their plans for development without subsidy - only using the subsidy as a
bonus if it became available. As a result, SHIs were forced to rent to the higher end of the subsidy eligibility band
and mitigates against the important lower down reach that is an important aspect of government policy. Some
of this unsubsidised stock was only achieved because a few SHIs have, through length of their existence and other
factors, been able to develop their own equity that they can then use to part finance some new developments.
However, there are presently severe limitations in the availability of such resources.
The development of unsubsidised units will create a more diverse portfolio for SHIs. They will be able to offer their
clients other products in order to promote mobility.
There is also 10% of the stock that was developed with various government subsidies prior to 1994. These have
various conditions attached to them that require consideration in applying the SHRA’s reporting and compliance
procedures. Most of this stock sits within one member SHI.
Real growth in the sector in the short term must come through sufficient guaranteed financing from the
Restructuring Grant and its linkage with the Institutional Subsidy. In the medium term, more serious research is
needed on the most cost effective and sustainable mechanisms to finance social housing development to scale
over the next 15 – 20 years.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: SUBSIDY REGIME
•

Ensure that there is a clear commitment with certainty to financing of the Restructuring
Grant and Institutional Subsidy in line with the Outcomes 8 objectives.

•

Invest in practical research that can determine the most cost effective mechanisms to
ensure the 15 – 20 year expansion of the social housing sector (include consideration of
the existing subsidy regime, cheaper loan financing, direct equity investment in SHIs, and
reserve accumulation and usage by SHIs).

•

Separate the social housing company performance

•

Ensure that under different subsidy types to understand performance against subsidy
conditions.
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5.

RENTALS AND RENTAL INCREASES

The table below shows the minimum and maximum rentals per SHI and the % increases in rentals in 2010.
TABLE 10: MIN AND MAX RENTALS AND RENTAL INCREASES 2010
% RENT INCREASE 2010			
MIN RENT		
MAX RENT
0%				R250			R1 150
14%				R267			R5 861
10%				R916			R2 089
10%				R755			R2 460
7%				R750			R3 065
10%				-			20%				R253			R4 070
10%				R1 450			R2 250
9%				R566			R2 249
8%				R60			R3 535
9%				R520			R2 180
10%				R415			R3 200
10%				R1 149			R4 392
4.73%				R433			R2 642
10%				R607			R2 250
The rentals range from a low R250 to a high R5 861. The higher end most likely reflects stock held by SHIs built
without subsidy and rented out at market rentals. It also represents a very small proportion of the total stock. In
the future, it is important that this differentiation is made in the collection and analysis of the data.

TABLE 11: RENTALS IN DIFFERENT BANDS
RENTAL BANDS		
# OF UNITS		
%		
INCOME AFFORDABILITY
< 600			3 124			13.2		R1 800
600 - 749		
5 160			
21.8		
R2 250
750 - 874		
1 175			
5		
R2 625
875 - 1 049		
1 824			
7.7		
R3 150
1 050 - 2 249		
8 972			
37.9		
R6 750
>2 250			3 416			14.4		R6 750+

Table 11 shows that presently there is 14.4% of the stock that is outside of the upper rental limits set within
subsidy targets - clarity is needed on what proportion of this is unsubsidised. Some older subsidised stock might
have reached this stage because of the continuous increases in the cost of inputs to the administration and
management of the stock has taken it beyond the originally designated income threshold. This is an important
policy issue that requires urgent attention.
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There is still a significant 13% of affordable stock to the very low end of the income range. These figures also show
that at least 48% of these stock are at rentals that would be classified as deep down reach within the Restructuring
Grant classification. It would be important to better understand the nature of the units in this band particularly
in terms of which is shared type accommodation and which is stock inherited from municipalities where the low
rentals are mandatory and additional subsidy is used to cover costs.
TABLE 12: HOUSING ASSOCIATION BY RENTAL BRACKETS AND UNIT SUBSIDY TYPE
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From the existing SRP tool, it is difficult to apportion particular rentals to particular subsidy type units. However,
this does help identify important trends. Where institutional subsidy is the predominant subsidy form of the SHI
(four SHIs over 90%) development rentals are now well above the original rental threshold that was a condition
of the grant. Only one SHI has kept 50% of its units below monthly rentals of R875. In the other three SHIs, there
are insignificant numbers below the rental band commencing at R1 050. It would be useful to better identify the
factors that have helped one substantial user of the Institutional Subsidy to keep rentals relatively low, as well as
identify the drivers of the rental increases in similarly funded stock in those that have not.
Predictably, those with a high level of unsubsidised stock have the most rentals in the higher brackets, though
one SHI has some spread at the lower end. It would be useful to better understand why this is; perhaps it’s due to
historical own equity that it could invest in such stock rather than reliance on loans.
The levels of rental increases in 2010 are of greatest concern. 13 SHIs showed increases above the CPI and 10
were at 10% or more. One institution had increases of 20%. Increases like this severely strain affordability levels
of targeted income groups; when delivered in a single year, makes it impossible for some tenants to absorb. While
some of these increases are possibly from rectifying poor rental setting in the past, it is important to have a more
in-depth understanding of what the drivers are of such large increases. It is also important to track increases over a
number of years to better understand the trends.

GRAPH 1: % RENTAL INCREASES PER SHI
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: RENTALS AND RENTAL INCREASES
•

Clearer separation in the rental analysis between the “unsubsidised” and “subsidised” units.

•

Research into the drivers of the rental increases and the extent to which they can be
limited by more cost efficient and effective ways of dealing with stock development and
management.

•

Policy development to deal with rental increases that are placing subsidised stock at
the higher end or beyond of the existing affordability band conditions on subsidy. The
absence of index-linked income bands in the institutional subsidy and the restructuring
capital grant system should be repaired as sooossible.

•

Reduce of cost inputs to SHIs by the negotiating of better deals through group purchasing.

•

Improve the range and accuracy of the “element” allocation of various cost inputs into
rentals to ensure easier monitoring and control of costs.

•

Define rentals per unit by rental elements.
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6.

STAFFING

The recommended staff/unit ratio within the KPIs is between 50 – 80 units. Four of the SHIs fall within this.
However, without cross-reference, it is a weak indicator to the amount of service provided “in-house” and that
“outsourced,” the quality of service provided, and the actual staffing costs as a proportion of the overall cost of the
service. Some of these factors are dealt with in more detail in Section 10.2 below.
TABLE 14: STAFFING RATIOS
STAFF		
# OF UNITS
UNITS PER STAFF MEMBER
28		3 723			132
42		3 046			72
20		994			49
24		1 131			47
16		855			53
24		631			26
7		272			38
14		438			31
63		3 322			52
79		6 798			86
74		965			13
13		719			55
23		918			40
24		2 337			97
23		415			18
474		
26 564

GRAPH 2: # OF UNITS PER MEMBER OF STAFF
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: STAFFING
•

Strengthen the ability of SHIs to do “functional” analysis that can help them determine
the organising of their services between “central” and “decentralised” and “in-house” and
“outsourced” to achieve the most effective and efficient service.

•

Develop clearer measurements for “effective and efficient” management service.

•

Work with NASHO to develop guidelines around the remuneration of staff and board
members.
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7.

SHI BOARD MEMBERSHIP AND RENUMERATION

All the SHIs have boards that have specific requirements and responsibilities for the governance of the
organisations. Board membership varies between five and 12. Four of the SHIs did not have non-executive
directors on their boards, which is a governance requirement.
Nine of the SHIs in the sample did not supply remuneration figures for their board members.
On its own, the supplied information cannot show the efficacy of the board. What is useful, however, is to
understand the cost of the board to the SHI and to the rental account (based on the ECR rental model). Table 14
shows that, in one SHI, the board costs add an average of R66 per month to rentals; at the lowest end, there is a
board that adds only R5 per month to the rental bill of a unit.
This raises the importance of better understanding and possible standardising of Board remuneration and a better
KPI that links governance cost to average input cost on rentals per unit.
TABLE 15: BOARD SIZE AND RENUMERATION

SIZE OF
BOD

6
10
5
7
5
10
10
7
12
11
7
8
11
8
8

# OF
EXECUTIVE # OF NONDIRECTORS EXECUTIVES

1
4
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
0

5		
6		
4		
7		
4		
9		
10		
6		
10		
10		
5		
7		
11		
7		
8		

REMUNERATION
OF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

R0		
R0		
R0		
R570 585
R22 500		
R501 415
R74 900		
R24 942		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R321 720
R0		
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AVERAGE
REMUNERATION
OF EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

R0		
R0		
R0		
R81 512		
R5 625		
R55 713		
R7 490		
R4 157		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R45 960		
R0		

# OF UNITS

3 723		
3 046		
994		
1 131		
855		
631		
272		
438		
3 322		
6 798		
965		
719		
918		
2 337		
415		

COST PER UNIT

R0		
R0		
R0		
R504		
R26		
R795		
R275		
R57		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R138		
R0		

MONTHLY COST
TO RENTAL

R0
R0
R0
R42
R2
R66
R23
R5
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R11
R0
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: BOARDS AND BOARD REMUNERATION
•

Better planning of board size and remuneration to ensure that board costs do not
significantly impact on rentals.

•

Better indicators defined on board-related expenses.
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8.

UNIT VACANCIES AND TENANT TURNOVER

Table 15 shows the average vacancy level. There are three SHIs with levels higher than the norm (3%) and two
SHIs which are deemed problematic.
The total amount of vacant days of the 12 SHIs is 126 897 days per year. If we assume that the average rental/
month is R1 250 (which is R41.67/day) the income loss for SHIs as a result of vacancies totals R5 287 375.
The reasons for vacancies in an environment with a high demand for rental units are unclear from the SRP and
should be researched. It might be price setting, bad management, poor marketing, location, physical condition,
social problems, etc.) and should be researched.
TABLE 16: UNIT VACANCY LEVELS BY SHI

VACANT
DAYS

AVERAGE
DAYS PER
MONTH

VACANCY
DAYS PER
UNITY PER
YEAR

% VACANCY
LEVEL

AVERAGE
% TURNOVER
PER YEAR

-		 -		 -		 -		 35 157		2 930		11.5		3.2		1.33
429		36		.43		.12		787		66		.70		.19		.25
357		30		.44		.11		.75
-		 -		 -		 -		 348		29		1.28		.35		.67
3 720		310		8.49		2.33		2.17
51 240		4 270		15.42		4.23		1.92
-		 -		 -		 -		 132		11		.14		.04		.67
2 709		226		3.63		1.03		1.08
28 218		2 352		51.1		8.42		.33
3 736		311		1.6		.44		.33
64		5		.19		.04		.67

The turnover of households vacating is also very low, with only one SHI reflecting higher than the indicator norm
of 2% (only slightly higher at 2.17%). This generally reflects a very efficient turnaround time on re-letting empty
units and a low level of tenants vacating units. While both are positive, there is a problem with the latter, as little
movement of tenants in such stock can result in tenants with relatively high incomes continuing to stay in the
stock to enjoy the subsidy while their incomes are higher than the income range for subsidy. More detailed work
is required.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: UNIT VACANCIES AND TURNOVER RATES
•

Investigate the low turnover rate to determine whether increasingly higher income earners
are remaining in social housing and benefiting from the subsidy.

•

Find mechanisms to encourage and increase movement by higher income groups.
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9.

DEBTORS

The total historical arrears for the sample are R20 031 748 or an average of R109 per unit per month (PUPM). Four
SHIs have (serious) debtors’ problems. Of great interest is the peak in arrears figures in the 90 – 119 day period and
whether this is attributable to unique one-off events (e.g. “political” rent boycotts) or other factors. These figures
do not provide the important measure of current collection.
The broad overall consensus is that debt older than 90 days is irrecoverable and can be written off. The amount in
question is R12 722 432. Some discussion and consensus on this is required within the sector and the implications
on write-offs must be better understood.
While these figures give a good overview on debtors, they do not provide information on current payments, an
important measure of a SHIs success in managing of arrears.

TABLE 17: AMOUNT OF ARREARS BY AGE CATEGORY
					DAYS IN ARREARS					
0-29		30-59		60-89		90-119		>120		TOTAL
0		
0		
0		
0		
0		
0		
0		
365 537		
302 904		
146 356		
534 737		
1 349 534
163 077		
441 878		
299 636		
196 146		
1 532 247
2 632 984
252 394		
454 224		
0		
0		
36 159		
414 821		
0		
29 324		
45 509		
0		
1 235 989
9 084		

410 270		
168 596		
0		
0		
15 905		
0		
0		
0		
191 846		
42 302		
934 147		
3 652		

308 081		
62 019		
0		
0		
35 744		
0		
0		
9 746		
140 862		
20 879		
911 876		
2 855		

252 584		
33 063		
0		
0		
18 559		
0		
0		
8 329		
106 069		
5 353		
7 429 470
2 871		

2 640 581
2 574 133
2 094 602
8 198 800
13.2%		
12.9%		
10.5%		
40.9%		
					20 031 748
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1 330 343
100 508		
0		
0		
72 064		
0		
0		
80 162		
822 906		
19 303		
10 343		
21 019		

2 553 672
818 410		
0		
0		
178 431		
414 821		
0		
127 561		
1 307 192
87 837		
10 521 825
39 481		

4 523 632
22.6%		

20 031 748

R DEBT PUPM
0
37
221
188
87
0
0
34
10
0
13
146
11
375
9
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: DEBTORS AND ARREARS
• Monthly reporting on payments against current charges that excludes payments in a
month that are towards arrears.
• Better understanding of the process of write-offs and their management against financial
sustainability.
• Clearer statements on the risk amelioration that are being implemented in order to prevent
arrears from developing.
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10.

COST STRUCTURE EXPENDITURE
TABLE 18: VALUE OF OUTSOURCING PER SHI

TABLE 19: TYPES OF OUTSOURCED ACTIVITIES
OUTSOURCED ACTIVITIES			
# OF SHIs
VALUE		
%
IT and Maintenance				
9		
R3 002 508
5.8%
Accounting, admin, finance, property
management and collections			
6		
R3 937 721
7.6%
HR and payroll					5		R6 330 800
12.2%
Training, capacity building and social services
6		
R506 815
1%
Project development				2		R644 675
1.2%
House sales					0		R0		0%
Repairs and maintenance				
8		
R11 379 430
21.9%
Garden services					9		R2 337 615
4.5%
Cleaning					7		R5 056 236
9.7%
Security						11		R17 856 710
34.4%
SAWAS Nursing Services				1		R387 463
0.7%
SAWAS Catering Services				1		R544 419
1%
TOTAL								R51 984 392
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Almost R52 million is outsourced on an annual basis by the 13 SHIs in the sample. Security accounts for the
highest proportion (34.4%) with maintenance the next highest (21.9%). Cleaning accounts for 9.7% and payroll
management accounts for 12.2 %, while finance and property administration makes up 7.6%.
Most SHIs outsource security. A large proportion also outsources garden services, repairs and maintenance, or
some aspect of these. IT and IT maintenance is also largely outsourced.
There is one SHI that hardly outsources any functions.
The cost and efficiency implications of the “in-house” versus the “outsourced” approach should be further
researched. Bulk contracting must be considered to see if it can reduce costs. Because of the magnitude of
the money involved, efficient and effective contract management becomes quite critical for SHIs; however, it is
unclear how well developed this skill is within SHIs.
Given the high amounts outsourced in the area of security, it is important to have a better understanding of the
efficacy of this service. Anecdotal evidence shows that security can sometimes account for R200 of the rental in
some SHIs.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: OUTSOURCING
•

Research into the efficacy of outsourced work and basis of SHIs’ decisions to outsource.

•

Determine the efficacy of the outsourced security work that is the largest proportion of
outsourced functions and amounts spent.

•

Training of SHIs in the use of a range of different approaches to increasing safety that do
not require security guards.

•

Improve the quality of contract management within the SHIs and development of further
capacity in this respect.
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10.1.

STAFF COSTS
TABLE 20: STAFFING COSTS BY SHI
TOTAL STAFF SALARY
AVG STAFF SALARY
SALARY PUPM		
# OF UNITS
8 130 804		16 133			222			3 046
6 230 347		25 960			522			994
3 901 479		13 547			287			1 131
2 866 877		14 932			293			783
1 736 090		20 668			532			272
2 719 954		16 190			517			438
16 539 465		21 878			415			3 322
2 708 707		3 050			234			815
2 024 098		12 975			226			744
5 304 673		18 419			189			2 337
1 175 654		4 260			292			386
53 338 148		13 890			304			14 607

The overall staffing costs, including both “direct” and “indirect” average R304 PUPM. There are three SHIs with
salary costs over R500 per unit; by all accounts, this is very high. However, the detail on whether staff costs are too
high is also dependent upon the overall costs structure of the SHI that is partially dealt with under the breakdown
of overall costing in Section 11 below.
It is important to note the significant variations in staff salaries with an average staff salary range per SHI between
R3 050 and R25 960. There are three SHIs with average salaries over R20 000 per month that represents good
middle management salaries in South Africa within a sector where the largest proportion of workers are semiskilled and or administrative. This requires more investigation.
In particular, it points to the need for more research on the salary levels for the various functionaries in the field
and the establishment of more precise norms, especially as salary levels are a significant contributor to rentals and
rent increases.
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GRAPH 3: STAFFING COSTS PER UNIT BY SHI

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: STAFFING COSTS
•

Research into appropriate salary levels for different functionaries within the sector and
stronger norms within regulations.

•

Guidance from the SHRA on handling annual salary increases.
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10.2.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance is a significant cost contributor in rental levels within social housing. There are various different
service standards for maintenance, different quality of maintenance services and different organisational
models involving in-house and outsourced responsibilities. The SRP tool gives some idea of total spend but no
information on the extent and quality of the maintenance service.
Based on Table 20, 69% of expenditure is on responsive maintenance, 5% on change of tenant maintenance
and 26% on planned maintenance. However, these figures are unreliable as only four SHIs separate “change of
tenant maintenance” as cost centre. This raises the question as to whether or not the other SHIs administer this
as separate costs. Without data on the replacement value of the stock, the figures on “planned maintenance” are
difficult to interpret.
Of the total spend on repairs R18 177 799 is internal expenditure and R11 379 430 is on outsourced repairs.

TABLE 21: % SPEND ON DIFFERENT FORMS OF MAINTENANCE BY SHI

RESPONSIVE
MAINTENANCE

% OF
MAINTENANCE
SPEND

CHANGE OF
TENANT
MAINTENANCE

% OF
MAINTENANCE
SPEND

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE

% OF
MAINTENANCE
SPEND

TOTAL

0				0				0				0
7 034 923
72%		
0		
0%		
2 720 062
28%		
9 754 985
853 913		60%		139 468		10%		438 494		31%		1 431 875
326 479		
15%		
0		
0%		
1 790 504
85%		
2 116 983
803 318		64%		0		0%		446 388		36%		1 249 706
0				0				0				0
189 967		100%		0		0%		0		0%		189 967
764 835		62%		467 446		38%		0		0%		1 232 281
7 782 779
95%		
0		
0%		
440 565		
5%		
8 223 344
0				0				0				0
761 073		53%		0		0%		663 698		47%		1 424 771
790 851		54%		583 554		40%		84 934		6%		1 459 339
248 151		100%		0		0%		0		0%		248 151
561 979		33%		328 866		19%		797 891		47%		1 688 736
261 721		49%		0		0%		275 370		51%		537 091
20 379 989
69%		
1 519 334
5%		
7 657 906
26%		
29 557 229
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GRAPH 4: EXPENDITURE ON DIFFERENT FORMS OF MAINTENANCE BY SHI

TABLE 21: MAINTENANCE COSTS PER UNIT AND MAINTENANCE COST RECOVERY
MAINTENANCE
COSTS (PUPM)

MAINTENANCE
COSTS RECOVERED
(PUPM)

MAINTENANCE
COSTS RECOVERED

% RECOVERED AS
COST OF REPAIRS

R0			
R266			
R120			
R155			
R133			
R0			
R58			
R234			
R206			
R0			
R145			
R163			
R30			

R0		
R4		
R12		
R4		
R0		
R0		
R0		
R76		
R22		
R0		
R3		
R2		
R8		

R0			
R138 800		
R139 468		
R51 759		
R0			
R0			
R0			
R398 272		
R887 357		
R0			
R28 209		
R22 277		
R64 248		

0%
1%
10%
2%
0%
0%
0%
32%
11%
0%
2%
2%
26%

R60			
R115			
160			

R4		
R0		
10		

R123 554		
R450		
1 854 394		

7%
0%
6%
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Table 21 shows a maintenance cost range from R30 – R266, with an average spend of R160 per unit per month.
There are two SHIs that are severely under spending on repairs on their units.
There is a significant difference between SHIs on the levels of recovery of cost of repairs from tenants. Four have
a recovery rate above 105 of their repair spend. Meanwhile, one SHI is achieving 32% of recovery of its total
maintenance bill. The large variations indicate a better understanding is required of “maintenance cost recoveries”
in the sector.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: MAINTENANCE
•

Improve the reporting systems for maintenance and the categorising into the three
subsections: planned; reactive; and change of tenant.

•

Assist SHIs in the development and management of long-term maintenance reserves
through use of appropriate Internal Rate of Return (IRR).

•

Provide more information on the number of repairs to be carried out, as well as the
average cost of repairs.
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11.

COST STRUCTURES ANALYSIS

This section analyses the cost structure of the SHIs as an indicator of how effectively they are managing costs
within the constraints of targeted rental. In doing this, we have used two alternative approaches.
11.1.

COST STRUCTURE 1: OUTSOURCING, SALARY AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS

This approach analyses the cost structure of SHIs via categories of outsourcing, salary and administration (internal
costs of running the management service). This approach does not include a number of other cost components
like interest and some elements of maintenance; however, it does give an indication of the SHIs’ ability to stay
within the relevant cost parameters.

GRAPH 5: COST STRUCTURE 1 PER SHI

There is a wide variation between the cost structures of different SHIs. This structure shows there are two SHIs
with costs below R500 PUPM; six SHIs between R500 and R1 000 PUPM, two SHIs between R1 000 and R1 500
PUPM and one with costs as high as R2 100 (mainly as a result of very high admin costs). The three highest SHIs
are likely to have difficulty meeting the cost parameters for social housing unless their figures include a substantial
number of unsubsidised units that are not subject to tight rental setting parameters.
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11.2.

COST STRUCTURE 2: DIRECT, OVERHEAD AND INTEREST COSTS

This approach involves analysing the cost structure of SHIs via direct, overhead and interest costs.

GRAPH 6: COST STRUCTURE 2 PER SHI

The costs in Approach 2 are higher mainly because of the inclusion of the loan repayment element. Three SHIs
have direct operating + overhead + interest costs of more than R1 500 PUPM; two SHIs have overhead costs of
more than R1 000 PUPM; and one SHI has excessive direct operating + overhead + interest costs of more than
R2 200 PUPM.
The graph with the total costs (PUPM) illustrates that the rentals on average will have to be higher than those
presently charged in order to break even.
Overall, more research is needed to more clearly define relative amounts for different cost elements per m2 using
a KPI continuum of lowest to highest acceptable. This, in turn, is linked to a breakdown of rental into key elements
per m2 of stock.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: COST STRUCTURE
•

Assist SHIs in developing better skills in the linking of actual costs with ECR rental setting.

•

A better understanding is required on how those SHIs with very high costs are sustaining
themselves as businesses within the conditions of social housing.

•

An analysis of whether additional operational subsidies are presently used to cover
inefficiencies or are targeted specifically to assist lower income earners to achieve
affordability.
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12. FINANCIAL KPIs
Generally, the very inconsistent performance of the sample SHIs against these indicators
requires more careful analysis. It is clear that the KPIs do not always reflect the effective
and efficient functions of the social housing sector. The analysis below shows scores
but also highlights some of the reasons why some of these indicators are not set in
accordance with the conditions of the social housing sector.
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12.1.

BUILDING YIELD ON FAIR VALUE IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
This indicates the % return that is achieved on an estimate of a fair calculation of the market value
of the units at the present time.
Building Yield on Fair Value =
		
		
RATING:

POOR = >10% 		

Current income
Fair value estimate of assets
GOOD = >13%

The entire sample fell within the percentiles that were defined as “poor” performance. Poor scores are (in part)
a consequence of SHIs setting rentals in accordance with the social housing regulations and not attempting to
maximise the financial returns in the renting of the assets. New indices require developing within the context of
the national social housing imperatives.

GRAPH 7: BUILDING YIELD ON FAIR VALUE BY SHI
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12.2.

BUILDING YIELD ON COST IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
This indicates the % return that is achieved on the actual capital cost of delivering the units.
Building Yield on Costs =

RATING:

Current income
Cost of building asset

POOR = >10% 		

GOOD = >13%

All but one of the samples fell within the percentiles that indicate “poor” performance. One had a very high
positive performance that requires closer analysis. Low performance is possibly a result of income gathering
restraints within the limitations on rental levels.

GRAPH 8: BUILDING YIELD ON COST IN % BY SHI
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12.3.

RETURN ON NET ASSETS (RONA) IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
This indicates the % return that is achieved on net asset value plus the companies’ working capital
RONA =

Net income
Fixed assets + net working capital

RATING:

POOR = <0% 		

GOOD = >20%

(The higher the return, the better the profit performance of the company.)

All but one of the SHIs falls within the poor performance percentiles. The explanation is the same as above and
this indicator needs reviewing.

GRAPH 9: RETURN ON NET ASSETS (RONA) IN % BY SHI
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12.4.

RETURN ON EQUITY (ROE) IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
This indicates the amount of net income returned as a percentage of shareholders’ equity.
ROE =

RATING:

		

Net income after tax
Shareholder’s equity

POOR = <0% 		

GOOD = >10%

Seven SHIs are within the average section, with three scoring “good” and one scoring “poor.” It is difficult to
determine how this can be best calculated since most SHIs have little or no equity investment. Any equity that
they have is generated through surpluses obtained when the annual costs are lower than annual income.

GRAPH 10 RETURN ON EQUITY (ROE) IN % BY SHI
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12.5.

COST TO INCOME RATIO IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
This measure states operating expenses as a % of income.
Cost Income Ratio = 		

RATING:

Operating expenses
Operating income

POOR = >60% 		

GOOD = <40%

Here, the SHIs generally performed well – seven regarded as “good,“ two as “poor,” and three within the “average”
category. This is a better calibrated measure of good performance in the sector. However, the problem arises
where some SHIs are receiving operational subsidies from municipalities. This can distort the real value of the
service.
GRAPH 11: COST TO INCOME RATIO IN % BY SHI
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12.6.

CURRENT RATIO

WHAT IS THIS?
This measure reflects the ability of a company to pay its short-term debts.
Current ratio = 			
			
RATING:

Current assets
Current liabilities

POOR = <1 		

GOOD = >2

Six sit within the “good” category, while three are considered “poor” and the other three “average.” This indicator
should be easily achievable, where SHIs have received substantial capital subsidy, as current liabilities in terms of
loans on asset should be relatively small.

GRAPH 12: CURRENT RATIO BY SHI
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12.7.

DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
It measures a company’s financial leverage. It shows the proportion of equity and debt used to
finance its assets.
Debt to equity ratio = 		
		
RATING:

Total liabilities
Shareholders’ equity

POOR = >80% 		

GOOD = <50%

The performance is generally positive – with nine in a “good” performance range, while two demonstrate “poor”
performance (of which one has a serious problem). For similar reasons to those in KPI 12.6, SHIs should easily
achieve the positive performance indicators on this ratio. Where they do not, they have serious business problems.

GRAPH 13: DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO BY SHI
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12.8.

DEBT SERVICE COVER RATIO (DSCR)

WHAT IS THIS?
It refers to the portion of cash flow available to finance debt repayments.
DSCR =

RATING:

		
		

Net operating income
Total debt service

POOR = <1.3 		

GOOD = >1.5

TThe SHIs scored well on this indicator – with five “good,” two “average” and one with “poor” performance.
However, three SHIs in the sample did not provide information. Most SHIs have relatively low debts to service
and, therefore, should have the operating income to finance these within the ECR rentals that they are required to
charge.

GRAPH 14: DEBT SERVICE COVER RATIO (DSCR) BY SHI
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12.9.

INSOLVENCY RATIO IN %

WHAT IS THIS?
It refers to the portion of cash flow available to finance debt repayments.
DSCR =

RATING:

		
		

Net operating income
Total debt service

POOR = <1.3 		

GOOD = >1.5

This is of particular concern, given that six SHIs are below the minimum insolvency ratio and only three are
comfortably above the healthy threshold.

GRAPH 15: INSOLVENCY RATIO IN % BY SHI
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES: FINANCIAL KPIs
•

Review all these indicators in line with the specifics of social housing business including
rules and regulations that constrains rentals and on the low own equity levels within SHIs.
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